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Featured: MSS security officers
Alvaro Grenfell and Marco Ovuka.

Bodyimproving
worn
cameras
safety at Redland Hospital
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Katrina and Amy have
Redland Hospital
Adoption Services
covered

Get to know these ladies! They could
become your new best friends.

The Digital Hospital Adoption Service is a support
team of Adoption Coaches who are clinicians with
specialist knowledge of the ieMR.

Katrina Cunningham and Amy Lupo are Redland
Hospital’s Digital Hospital Adoption Services gurus
providing ongoing support to staff across the facility.

Adoption Coaches are the key liaison between the
digital hospital project team and work closely with the
Change Champions/Super Users in the clinical work
areas.

The ladies work onsite at Redland Hospital and
conduct downtime information sessions as well
as helping out with any other information Digital
Hospital related you might need to know.

The role of the Adoption Coaches is to coordinate and
support the implementation and adoption of clinical
information systems into daily practice including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

assistance with workflow review
optimisation and adoption of changes
work area specific education
adoption of clinical workflow changes
supporting Change Champions/Super Users
within their role
promoting independent use of the system
supporting clinicians/ end users during downtime
events

The best way to contact Katrina or Amy is by calling
ext 8800 so give them a call if you need a hand.

Featured: Redland Hospital MSS officer
Marco Ovuka.

New cameras
tackle
occupational
violence
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Every Redland Hospital
MSS officer will now
wear a body worn camera
whilst on duty in an effort
to improve safety for all
staff and patients across
the facility.

range, prevent escalation
during interactions with
patients and visitors exhibiting
abusive behaviour and improve
transparency and accountability,”
she said.

Ms Tyrrell said an Occupational
Violence in Hospital and Health
Services Prevention Taskforce
The move follows the introduction
was established in January 2016
of the cameras at PAH in April,
to propose an occupational
2017, while Logan MSS officers
violence intervention strategy
also began utilising the cameras
and implementation plan to
this week.
support Hospital and Health
Services.
Corporate Services Manager
Heather Tyrrell said Redland
“A key solution identified was
Hospital staff dealt with people
the introduction of body worn
in stressful, unpredictable and
cameras across Queensland
potentially volatile situations
Health facilities, worn by on-duty
every day and were often
security officers.
vulnerable to occupational
violence.
Any questions can be directed
to Corporate Services Manager
“The use of body worn cameras
can provide accurate recordings Heather Tyrrell at Heather.
Tyrrell@health.qld.gov.au.
of incidences not within CCTV

